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Dimensional Fault Diagnosis
for Compliant Beam Structure
Assemblies
A model-based diagnostic methodology is proposed for the dimensional fault diagno
compliant beam structures in automotive or aerospace assembly processes. In the
nosis procedure, the product measurement data are used to detect and isolate d
sional faults caused by part fabrication error in compliant beam assemblies. The
posed method includes a predetermined fault patterns model and a fault ma
procedure. The fault patterns are modeled by the diagnostic vectors derived from
inversed stiffness matrix of the beam structure. The fault mapping procedure com
principal component analysis (PCA) of measurement data and fault pattern recogn
using statistical hypothesis tests. Verification of the proposed method is presented th
simulations and one case study.@S1087-1357~00!02502-8#
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1 Introduction

Increasing quality and productivity are two major goals
such high volume sheet metal assembly processes as the au
tive body assembly. The dimensional integrity of an automot
body has tremendous impact on the quality of the final vehi
Dimensional quality is a measure of conformance between
actual geometry of manufactured products and their desig
geometry.

Traditional methods for quality improvement are primar
based on statistical analysis of the measurement data for pro
which focuses on process inspection and process change dete
rather than root cause determination. Those methods are no
fective for the fault determination of complex systems with hig
volume production such as automotive body assembly.

Fault diagnosis methods can improve quality by eliminat
product nonconformance and can increase productivity by red
ing the breakdown time of the tooling. These methods can a
reduce the ramp up time during the launch of a new process
product by eliminating preproduction faults.

Fault diagnosis approaches can be divided into heuristic-ba
diagnostics, evolutionary computation-based diagnostics,
model-based diagnostics methods@1#. Heuristic approaches, suc
as a rule-based approach, perform diagnosis based on the pr
knowledge collected from historical data. A number of succes
industrial applications have been developed for mature produc
processes. However, they cannot be applied during a new pro
and process launch or during preproduction stages when histo
data about the faults are unavailable. Evolutionary computat
based diagnostic approaches such as neural networks and g
algorithms have strong abilities for learning a new fault config
ration. However, they require a large amount of training data w
varied fault patterns, and thus cannot be applied during the lau
of a new product. Model-based fault diagnostic systems gene
use diagnostic models to define the relationship between the m
sured signals and individual faults@2#. The effectiveness of
model-based diagnosis strongly depends on the correctness
comprehensiveness of the process and product models use
the diagnosis. In model-based diagnostic approaches, the diag
tic models have an analytical foundation; therefore, they can
advantage of various parametric identification and statistical te
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niques @3#. In the area of sheet metal assembly, there is o
limited development in modeling of sheet metal processes
products for the purpose of fault diagnosis.

Tight quality and productivity requirements put great empha
on the need of integrating in-line measurements~instead of off-
line measurements! and in-process quality improvement~instead
of post-process inspection!. In-Process Quality Improvemen
(IPQI) focuses on the combination of process variability ident
cation, localization, and root cause isolation of multi-level au
motive body assembly systems. A hierarchical group struct
model was developed to represent a multi-level body assem
system, and a statistical data grouping and diagnostic reaso
technique was developed based on this model. This modeling
proach and its associated statistical analysis methods led to
first knowledge-based diagnosis methodology for dimensio
control of the body assembly process@4#. Researchers have als
focused on the fixture-failure-related problems in the assem
processes. A systematic methodology for single fault isolation
fixturing sheet metal assembly processes was developed by
glarek and Shi@5#. This method was expanded to include th
multiple fault situation by using least square algorithms@6#. Rong
and Bai@7# presented an analytical approach to study the loca
error effect on part geometry accuracy by modeling three loca
reference planes using geometric plane constraints. Rece
progress has also been made in modeling the variation prop
tion of multiple parts and multiple stations using a state sp
model @8#. All these approaches have significantly improved t
understanding of fixture failures and diagnosis of sheet metal
sembly processes. However, these approaches are based o
assumption that all assembled parts are rigid.

In sheet metal assembly processes, dimensional probl
resulting from the compliant characteristics of the parts/s
assemblies greatly impact the dimensional quality of the prod
Shalon et al.@9# and Shiu et al.@10# indicated that part deforma
tions due to the compliant characteristics are among one of
most frequent causes of preproduction dimensional problems

This paper will focus on the diagnosis of dimensional faults
sheet metal assemblies, considering the compliant character
of the parts/subassemblies. Little work has been done on the
agnosis of compliant assembly processes. The presented me
ology is based on the beam-based modeling of assembly s
tures developed by Shiu et al.@10# and on the in-line dimensiona
measurements of the products. A generic model of dimensio
faults for compliant beam structure assemblies is developed in
form of diagnostic vectors. Diagnostic vectors are derived fr
the inversed stiffness matrix of the beam structure. On the o

e
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Fig. 1 The structure of the diagnostic methodology
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hand, fault symptoms~variation patterns! obtained from the
measurement data are modeled using principal compo
analysis~PCA!, as eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs. The analyti
relationship between engineering model~the diagnostic vector!
and statistical model~the fault pattern! is established, which
lays the basis of scientific understanding and application of
PCA in the diagnosis of compliant assemblies. The fault mapp
is executed using pattern recognition and statistical hypoth
tests as decision criteria. The outline of this approach is sho
in Fig. 1.

This paper is organized as follows. The assembly proc
fault-symptom relation and beam-based modeling method
compliant beam structures are described in Section 2. In Sec
3, a generic model of dimensional faults in the form of diagnos
vectors is developed. The analytical relationship between diag
tic vectors and fault patterns obtained from the measurement
represented by the eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs is derived. In
last part of Section 3, the diagnostic reasoning and fault mapp
procedure is developed using statistical hypothesis tests. To i
trate the proposed method, simulation results and a case stud
presented in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Conclusions are
marized in Section 6.

2 Assembly Process Modeling

2.1 Assembly Process of Compliant Parts. Compliant as-
semblies are widely used in automotive body and airpla
frame manufacturing industry. The assembly processes
compliant parts are very complex and these products req
high dimensional accuracy in general. For example, an automo
body is assembled out of 200–300 sheet metal parts and
assemblies in 55–75 assembly stations~fixtures!, and the dimen-
sional accuracy of the body needs to be controlled within 2 m
~6 sigma product-to-product variation! in order to meet the func-
tional requirements of the vehicle@11#. The automotive assembl
process is monitored by measuring certain selected location
the body assembly and subassemblies. There is no appr
that is able to monitor the tooling elements or part joints direc
The fault diagnosis is conducted with the measurement dat
the products. Usually, the product dimensions are meas
with an in-line optical coordinate measurement mach
~OCMM!. Measurement locating points~MLPs! for monitoring
key product and process characteristics are selected at diffe
774 Õ Vol. 122, NOVEMBER 2000
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locations on the body according to importance and requireme
An automotive body usually has 100 to 150 MLPs monitoring t
X, Y, andZ coordinates on major subassemblies at different ma
facturing stages throughout the assembly process. The mea
ment information has a multivariate nature, which reveals the
mensional conditions at different locations on the whole bo
structure. Figure 2 shows an example of the MLPs layout on
final stage of the automotive body assembly. While the multiva
ate measurements are able to indicate the dimensional condi
at different MLPs, they cannot provide any direct informatio
related to the sources~dimensional faults! of the dimensional
problems. Thus, it is necessary to extract the variation patte
from the multivariate measurement data for fault diagnosis. T
variation patterns represent the interrelationship among the m
tiple variables on the body structure and manifest the symptom
the faults.

2.2 Fault-Symptom Relation and Hypothetical Dimen-
sional Fault Domain. Dimensional problems are defined as t
nonconformance of product dimensions to its designed valu
Dimensional problems of automotive body assembly can be
fold in nature and can manifest themselves as dimensional de
tions and dimensional variations. Dimensional deviation measu
the difference between product feature or characteristic and
designed nominal. Dimensional variation measures the disper
of a product feature or characteristic among a set of product
parts. Variation is a statistical index that examines the degre
consistency of different product units and the stability of the p
cess. According to quality control theories, for nominal-the-b
processes, a two-step procedure is often employed:~1! reduce the
dispersion~variation!, and ~2! move to the nominal~reduce the
deviation!. Step~1! is more challenging.

In the automotive body assembly process, unit-to-unit va
tions are among the most frequently occurring dimensional pr
lems. When a manufacturing process is working properly,
variations indicate the random nature of the process; when fa
occur, excessive variations reveal the presence of dimensi
faults. There are no simple ways to control variations, a comp
hensive diagnostic approach that integrates multivariate stati
with information about the product and process design must
employed.

Dimensional variation can be caused by~1! part misalign-
ment ~lack of part locating stability!; and ~2! deformation by
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 An example of the measurement locating point layout on
the automotive body
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part-to-part interferences resulting from part fabricati
errors@12#. The latter enables us to consider the compliant ch
acteristics of sheet metal assemblies. The diagnosis of dim
sional variation caused by part misalignment for rigid fixtur
were
described in Ceglarek and Shi@5# and Apley and Shi@6#. How-
ever, there is no method to diagnose the faults of part-to-
interferences.

In this paper, we will focus on the diagnosis of dimension
variation of compliant assemblies. The fault is defined as
part-to-part interferences resulting from part fabrication erro
Considering the compliant characteristics of assemblies,
location of fault and the layout of product design will determi
the deformation modes of the assemblies which manifest th
selves as different variation patterns from the product meas
ment data.

In real assembly processes, it is reasonable to assume tha
dominant fault exists at a time~for one particular assembly sta
tion!. Generally, there are always more than one tooling e
ment and part-to-part joint in an assembly station. It is poss
that two faults occur simultaneously. The single-fault-at-a-ti
assumption is based on the fact that the dominant fault co
butes the most to the total variation. Furthermore, based on
design principle of assembly fixturing which requires tooling e
ments to be independent of each other, there is small probab
that two or more faults occur simultaneously. From a diagno
and process control point of view, if one fault occurs, it shou
be eliminated right away. If the diagnostic performance is
effective and the fault cannot be eliminated on time, multip
fault situations may occur. In this situation, recursive steps
diagnosis are required. In this paper, a single fault at a tim
assumed. All other factors including any possible nondomin
simultaneous faults, unmodeled terms and measurement error
treated as noise.

2.3 Beam-based modeling. The compliant characteristic
of sheet metal are modeled by beam-based model. In the lit
nce and Engineering
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ture, Chon et al.@13# and Shiu et al.@10# applied the beam struc
ture to model sheet metal assembly products. In the mode
procedure@10#, the automotive body is decoupled into beam e
ments which represent the functional and structural requirem
of the automotive parts. A simplified beam structure of the au
motive body is shown in Fig. 3. The beam-based modeling
proaches for both strength analysis and dimensional contro
sheet metal assemblies have been shown to be effective. C
et al. @13# reported a 95 percent accuracy for the beam-mode
vehicle body structure stiffness when compared to real experim
tal testing results.

The beam-based modeling method in Fig. 3 includes the crit
characteristics of the assembly process, such as all fixture loca
and holding layout as well as the geometry of part-to-part join
This allows the model to describe the deformations of parts
subassemblies caused by part-to-part interferences resulting
part fabrication errors. The basic elements of the beam-ba
model are nodes and beam members. Information in this b
structure model includes:~1! the position and direction of fixture
locators,~2! the part-to-part joints~beam-to-beam joint!, and ~3!
the measurement locating points on each beam member.

In the beam-based model, all dimensional faults are manife
by the deformations of the structure. These deformations
caused by structural forces, which are the results of part-to-
interferences during assembly process.

Based on the structure theory@14#, the deformations of a struc
ture are determined only when the structure is stably located
general, this requirement is satisfied in the part/subassembly
turing conditions where theN-2-1 locating schemes are used. Th
relationship between the structure deformations and struct
forces is given by

X5K21
•P (1)

whereP5(p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pn)T represents the vector of total struc
ture forces, andn is the number of nodes on the beam structu
Fig. 3 The beam structure of an automotive body
NOVEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 775
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X5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn)T is the vector of displacements at the corr
sponding measurement locating points on the structure, andK is
the structure stiffness matrix consisting ofn by n matrices and can
be presented in the following form:

K5F K11 K12 ¯ K1n

K21 K22 ¯ K2n

] ] ¯ ]

Kn1 Kn2 ¯ Knn

G (2)

where Kii 5( j 51
r b i j

T kii
j b i j , Ki j 5b i j

T ki j b j i , kii and ki j are the
beam member stiffness matrices, andb i j andb j i are compatibility
matrices. The details of the derivations ofkii , ki j , b i j andb j i can
be found in West@14# and Shiu et al.@10#.

3 Diagnostics of Dimensional Faults Using Inversed
Stiffness Matrix „ISM …

In this section, the analytical relationship between the mode
variation patterns and the statistical variation patterns from dim
sional measurements will be established, and this relationsh
the basis for the fault diagnosis.

The ISM-Diagnostic method is based on the diagnostic vec
derived from the Inversed Stiffness Matrix of the compliant bea
based structure model presented in Section 2.

3.1 Diagnostic Vectors. By decoupling the inversed stiff
ness matrix in Eq.~1! as

X5d~1!•p11d~2!•p21¯1d~ i !•pi1¯1d~n!•pn (3)

we defined( i )5(d1i ,d2i , . . . ,dni)
T as a diagnostic vector which

is the ith column vector of the inversed stiffness matrixK21.
From the beam-based model, the diagnostic vectord( i ) ( i
51,2, . . . ,n) is a constant vector, which is determined by t
properties of the beam-structure, and measures the effect of thith
fault on X. Equation~3! indicates that the displacement at a ce
tain location on the assembly structure is the superimposition
the deformations caused by each individual fault that occurred
addition, the variation pattern of the assembly caused by a g
fault is solely determined by the diagnostic vector correspond
to that fault.

Under the single fault assumption, the relationship is reduce

X5d~ i !•pi (4)

Equation~4! shows that the variation pattern of the modeled str
ture is determined by the corresponding diagnostic vectord( i ), if
only the ith fault occurs.

3.2 Description of Variation Pattern Using PCA. The
faults in the actual assembly process are manifested through
measurements at the MLPs. While the measurement data ca
dicate dimensional problems occurring, they do not directly re
to the faults that cause these dimensional problems. In orde
perform diagnosis, the variation patterns of the MLPs need to
extracted from the covariance of the multivariate measurem
data. Previous research@5# proved that the variation patterns o
the automotive body assembly can be estimated based on p
pal component analysis~PCA!. By using PCA, the original set o
variables are transformed into a new set of uncorrelated varia
which account for most of the variance of the original covarian
structure and measure the variation patterns of the data. The
cipal components and the original variables have the follow
relationship@15#

Z5AT
•X (5)

where Z5(z1 ,z2 , . . . ,zj , . . . ,zn)T is the vector of principal
components,X5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xj , . . . ,xn)T is the vector of origi-
nal variables,A is the matrix of eigenvectors of the covarian
776 Õ Vol. 122, NOVEMBER 2000
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matrix S of the original variables, and thejth column vector ofA,
aj5@a1 j ,a2 j , . . . ,an j#

T, is the jth eigenvector.aj represents the
variation pattern of thejth principal component.

According to the PCA, the covariance of the original variab
can be represented by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors as

S5l1•a1•a1
T1l2•a2•a2

T1¯1ln•an•an
T (6)

wherel j is the eigenvalue corresponding to thejth principal com-
ponent, which accounts for the variance explained by thejth prin-
cipal component.

For a single fault, the variation can be explained by the fi
eigenvalue/eigenvector pair (l1 ,a1). Thus, Eq.~6! can be reduced
to

S5l1•a1•a1
T (7)

The standard deviation of the original variablesX is

F sx1

sx2

¯

sxn

G5F Al1a11

Al1a21

¯

Al1an1

G (8)

Equation ~8! shows that the variation pattern of vectorX is
determined by eigenvalue/eigenvector pair (l1 ,a1).

3.3 The Relationship Between the Diagnostic Vector and
the EigenvectorÕEigenvalue of PCA. The deformation mode
~variation pattern! of the modeled structure is determined by t
diagnostic vectorsd( i ), as indicated in Eq.~4!. The fault variation
patterns can be described by the eigenvalues/eigenvectors of
based on the in-line measurement data. The analytical relation
between diagnostic vector and the eigenvalue/eigenvector pa
established here.

Theorem:A single fault, defined by the diagnostic vectord( i )
based on the beam structure stiffness matrix~Eq. 2!, is manifested
through a variation pattern of a set of measurement po
(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn)T, and is described by one eigenvalue/eigenvec
pair (l1 ,a1), which has the relationa15d( i ).

Proof: From Eq.~8!, the total standard deviation of the me
surement data set is

s5Al1•A(
j 51

n

aj 1
2 (9)

From the diagnostic vectors and Eq.~4!, the total standard de
viation can be calculated as

s5A(
j 51

n

sxj

2 5A(
j 51

n

dji
2
•spi

2 5spi
A(

j 51

n

dji
2 (10)

wherespi
is the standard deviation of theith fault.

Again, from Eq.~4!, the covariance matrixS is equal to

S5E@XXT#5E@~d~ i !pi !~d~ i !pi !
T#

5d~ i !E@pipi
T#d~ i !T5spi

2 ~d~ i !d~ i !T! (11)

Based on Eq.~11!

S•d~ i !5spi

2 ~d~ i !d~ i !T!d~ i ! (12)

Notice that

(
j 51

n

dji
2 5d~ i !d~ i !T (13)

From Eqs.~10! and ~13!, Eq. ~12! can be represented as
Transactions of the ASME
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S"d~ i !5s2
•d~ i ! (14)

From Eq.~9!, Eq. ~14! can be arranged as

S"d~ i !5l1•d~ i !•(
j 51

n

aj 1
2 (15)

Since eigenvectorsa1 ,a2 , . . . ,an are orthonormal, so we hav

a1
T
•a15(

j 51

n

aj 1
2 51 (16)

So, Eq.~15! is

S"d~ i !5l1•d~ i ! (17)

which is equivalent to the definition of eigenvectora1 , thus a1
5d( i ).

3.4 Fault Mapping Procedure. Diagnostic reasoning in the
ISM-Diagnostic method is based on matching the fault variat
pattern~represented by eigenvalue/eigenvector pair obtained f
the measurement data! against individual diagnostic vectors.

A statistical hypothesis test method is employed here to
velop the decision criteria.

Let ( represent the covariance matrix ofX for the whole popu-
lation, andÃ i ’s andhi ’s be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
(. Let l i ’s andai ’s be the corresponding eigenvalues and eig
vectors for the sample covariance matrixS.

A hypothesis is formulated to test each diagnostic vec
against the eigenvector that represents the fault pattern:

H0 : h15d~ i !

H1 : h1Þd~ i !

whereh1 is the largest eigenvector of( that corresponds to the
fault vector.d( i ) is the ith diagnostic vector of the model.

According to the multivariate analysis theory@16#, if the
sampled eigenvectorÃ i is a distinct root, the statisticy5(N
21)1/2(a12h1) follows a n-variate normal distribution of
Nn(0,G) ~as (N21)→`!, i.e.

G5(
j 52

n
Ã iÃ j

~Ã i2Ã j !
2 hjhj

T (18)

whereN is the sample size.
A test statistic can be formulated as

V i5~N21!S l1d~ i !TS21d~ i !1
1

l1
d~ i !TSd~ i !22D (19)

and V i follows xn21
2 . Details of derivation are provided in th

Appendix.
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If V i.x (a,n21)
2 , then we rejectH0 . Herea represents the con

fidence level of the test. If we rejectH0 , it indicates that this
particulard( i ) does not match the variation pattern of the fault
data.

4 Simulation Results
In order to illustrate the proposed diagnosis method, simu

tions were conducted for various hypothetical faults. The struct
of the rear door frame of a truck body is modeled and diagno
in this study. The simulation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 5~a! shows that the rear door frame includes the hea
member and two side pillars. Two MLPs located on the side
lars are used to monitor the dimensional variation of the d
frame. Figure 5~b! indicates the corresponding beam structu
model of the rear door frame.

This beam structure model describes the following informati

~i! position and direction of locators in the fixture~by nodes 1,
2, 3, 6, 7 and 10!;

~ii ! part-to-part joints~by nodes 5 and 8!;
~iii ! measurement points~by nodes 4 and 9, representing MLP

and MLP2 respectively!;
~iv! potential structural faults are assumed to be at any join

The beam-based model is developed following the procedur
Section 2. The elements of the beam-based model are summa
in Table 1.

The stiffness of each beam member representing the p
subassembly of the rear door frame was simplified to uniform
in the simulation. The normalized diagnostic vectors of this str
ture are derived and shown in Table 2.

To verify the robustness of the diagnostic approach for
single-fault-at-a-time assumption, the noise/signal ratio is set to
30 percent, which indicates that the dominant fault accounts

Fig. 4 The procedure for the conducted simulations
Fig. 5 The beam structure of the rear door opening
NOVEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 777
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Table 1 The modeling elements of the beam
structure of rear door frame

Table 2 The normalized diagnostic vectors for different hypothetical
faults

Table 3 The eigenvectors for the simulated displacements

Table 4 The hypothesis test results V i for all simulated faults
e
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70 percent of the total variation. The simulated data for hypoth
cal faults are assumed to be normally distributed.

PCA is performed based on the simulated structure displa
ments under hypothetical faults, and the eigenvectors~variation
patterns! of the simulated data of all hypothetical faults are su
marized in Table 3.

Hypothesis test is performed for each fault model. The t
results for all of the simulated faults are summarized in Table

In the structure used in the simulation,n52. Let type I error
a50.01, thenx (a,n21)

2 5x (0.01,1)
2 56.63. Fault 5 is used as an ex

ample to illustrate the test results. Based on the decision crit
the test results for fault 5 indicate thatd~1!, d~2!, d~3!, d~4!, and
d~6! should be rejected. SinceV552.17,6.63, we conclude tha
d~5! is the matching diagnostic vector ofa1 . From Table 2, we
can find that diagnostic vectord~5! corresponds to fault at node
in Z direction.

Based on the proposed procedure, the diagnostic vector c
sponding to each simulated structure fault can be isolated.
MBER 2000
ti-

ce-

-

est
4.

-
ria,

rre-

5 Case Study
The case study presented here is from the real production

domestic automotive body assembly process@17#.
The measurement point locations are the same as those

scribed in Section 4, MLP1 and MLP2 on the rear doorframe~Fig.
5~a!!. A large variation was observed in theX direction of the rear
door opening. Figure 6 shows the in-line measurements at th
two points.

The diagnostic vectors are the same as in Table 2. PCA ana
of the measurement data shows that the first variation pattern
plains 95.2 percent of the total variation. The first eigenvalue
l150.3569, and the eigenvector corresponding to the 1st eig
value isa15@0.7398 0.6729#T.

Again, hypothesis tests for each diagnostic vectord( i ) in Table
2 against the fault vectora1 are conducted. Set the type I erro
a50.01, x (a,n21)

2 5x (0.01,1)
2 56.63. The test results are shown

Table 5.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 The in-line measurement data of point MLP1 and MLP2 on the rear
door opening

Table 5 The hypothesis test results for the diagnostic vectors
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Diagnostic vectord~2! is concluded as the matching diagnos
vector ofa1 . From Table 2, diagnostic vectord~2! corresponds to
node 5 inX direction. Therefore, it was diagnosed that fault 2~at
node 5 in X direction! was the root cause of the dimension
problem described by the analyzed data with confidence of
percent. The detailed investigation of the fixture in the manuf
turing process confirmed the interference between the he
panel and the right side pillar of the rear doorframe in the are
upper right corner~node 5; Fig. 5~b!! in the X direction.

6 Conclusion
The complexity of modern sheet metal assembly processe

quires systematic in-process fault diagnostic methods for de
tion and isolation of dimensional faults considering the comp
ance characteristics of sheet metals. Such diagnostic met
need to be based on the comprehensive model of key proces
product characteristics. Currently used diagnostic methodolo
are based on the assumption of rigid parts and can diagnose
fixture-related faults~part misalignment during assembly proce
or lack of part location stability!. This paper develops a diagnost
method for compliant assemblies based on the beam struc
model and in-line measurements. The presented method is ge
and can be applied to a general class of assembly process
compliant parts.

The developed methodology allows the identification and i
lation of dimensional faults of part-to-part interferences resul
from part fabrication errors in compliant assemblies. A gene
analytical model of dimensional faults~variation patterns! for
compliant beam structure assemblies is developed in the form
diagnostic vector based on the inversed stiffness matrix of
modeled beam structure. Fault variation patterns obtained f
measurement data are modeled as eigenvalue/eigenvector
using principal component analysis. The analytical relations
between diagnostic vectors and fault variation patterns obtaine
derived, which establishes the basis for the fault diagnosis.
mapping of unknown faults~eigenvalue/eigenvector pair! against
a set of fault pattern models~diagnostic vectors! is developed
based on statistical hypothesis tests. Simulations are perform
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verify the developed approach. One case study based on real
duction data is presented. Both the simulation and the case s
demonstrated that the dimensional faults can be isolated e
tively by using this diagnostic approach.
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Appendix: Derivation of the Hypothesis Test Used in
the Proposed Diagnostic Method

Let S represent the covariance matrix of measurementsX for
the whole population, andÃ i ’s and hi ’s be the eigenvalues an
eigenvectors ofS. And let l i ’s andai ’s represent the correspond
ing eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the sample covariance m
S.

The test hypotheses are:

H0 : h15d~ i !

H1 : h1Þd~ i !

whereh1 is the largest eigenvector ofS that corresponds to the
fault vector.d( i ) is the ith diagnostic vector of the model.

From Muirhead@16#, the sampled eigenvectors follow a certa
distribution. If Ã i is a distinct root, then as (N21)→`, (N
21)1/2(ai2hi) follow n-variate normal distribution ofNn(0,G),
where

G5Ã i(
j 51
j Þ i

n
Ã j

~Ã i2Ã j !
2 hjhj

T

andN is the sample size.
Therefore, the distribution of y5(N21)1/2(a12h1) is

Nn(0,G), where
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G5(
j 52

n
Ã iÃ j

~Ã i2Ã j !
2 hjhj

T

5H2B2H2
T

with H25@h2 , . . . ,hn# and

B253
Ã1Ã2

~Ã12Ã2!2 ] ¯ 0

]

Ã1Ã3

~Ã12Ã3!2 ¯ ]

] ] � ]

0 ] ¯

Ã1Ãn

~Ã12Ãn!2

4 ,

Let z5B21H2
Ty, then the distribution ofz is Nn21(0,In21),

In21 is the unit matrix with dimension ofn21. Hence the distri-
bution of zTz is xn21

2 . Notice that since

zTz5yTH2@B2#21H2
Ty

we can derive that

H2@B2#21H2
T5Ã1S2122I1

1

Ã1
S

Hence the distribution of

~N21!~a12h1!TS Ã1S2122I1
1

Ã1
S D ~a12h1!

5~N21!S Ã1a1
TS21a11

1

Ã1
a1

TSa122D
is xn21

2 .
SinceS, S21, andl1 are consistent estimates ofS, S21, and

Ã1 , they can be substituted forS, S21, andÃ1 without affecting
the distribution. Hence when the null hypothesisH0 : h15d( i ) is
true, the distribution of
780 Õ Vol. 122, NOVEMBER 2000
V i5~N21!S l1d~ i !TS21d~ i !1
1

l1
d~ i !TSd~ i !22D

is xn21
2 .
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